Huck the narrator, in spite of all the things he teaches the readers, being a self-conscious narrator claims that he would
and will never write a book again due to its difficulty, which actually never happened, since Twain did not give him the
opportunity: “...and so there ain't nothing more to write about, and I am rotten glad of it, because if I'd knowed what a
trouble it was to make a book I wouldn't a tackled it and ain't agoing to no more” (Twain, 1994 [1885]: 281).
In conclusion, the vision that Huck gives of the United States of America makes people aware of the real attitude and
behaviour of, at least, part of a nation. Huckleberry Finn gives a wide account of the existence of slavery in his time telling
us some details that an adult would not see or would on purpose hide. The novel clearly proves that African Americans
had a wider knowledge than that they were supposed to have and that this and other prejudices against them such as
their inferiority, the absence of need of their rights to be respected, the impossibility of intercultural relationships to take
place, etc. were soon to disappear, since the innocence of children was to surpass all this mistreatment and newer
generations were to radically rebel against the slaves' living conditions as once the Northern states did.
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